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THE EMANCIPATION OF LABOR. 

One of the most significant achievements of the cen
tury which is now drawing to a close is the degree of 
social comfort and political power which have been won 
by the laboring man. 

The dignity of labor, so called, has passed from a 
pretty theory to a recognized fact. 

Despite the painful privations which result from oc· 
casional industrial depression; despite the wicked and 
oft-repeated lie of the social agitator, who would have 
us believe that "the rich are growing richer and the 
poor poorer " ; and despite the assertion that paupers 
are multiplying in our midst-the fact remains that the 
dawn of the twentieth century will find the laboring 
classes possessed of a reasonable share of the good 
things of this life, and firmly establishtld as one of the 
most powerful factors in the social and political world. 

It was not always thus. Time was when labor and 
slavery were inseparable terms. The land and the 
man who tilled it were sold together. The serf behind 
the plow received much the same treatment as the ox 
in front of it, and there was little to choose between 
the huts of the la borers and the stalls of the cattle. 
Even as late as the feudal times, with their supposed 
civilization, labor was enthralled to the robber barons, 
and the inhabitants of the cluster of homes that nestled 
for safety beneath the castle walls knew practically 
nothing of the sweets of liberty. 

Coming down to as late a period as the eighteenth 
century, when manufacturing was yet done by hand, 
and most of it in the homes of the people, we find 
that the emancipation of labor was proceeding with 
slow and halting footsteps. The workman was depend
ent on the master to an extent that it is difficult to un
derstand in the present day. His employer was fre
quently master and landlord in one, and labor took 
from capital what scanty wages it was pleased to pay. 
Travel was costly and difficult, and the artisan 
lacked the means if not the courage to go far afield in 
search of work. Whether or no labor was more con
tented under these simpler conditions is not now the 
question. If it did not crave for the domestic comforts, 
the educational opportunities, and the social and pol
itical powers which it has won for itself to-day, it was 
because for lack of opportunity it had never tasted 
their sweets and knew nothing of their value. 

If we except the abolition of serfdom and the price
less blessing won by Magna Charta, it is safe to say 
that the nineteenth century has seen a greater uplift
ing of the laboring man than any, and perhaps all, 
that preceded it ; and if one were to name the cause, 
he would have to point above everything else to the 
marvelous mechanical developments of the past one 
hundred years. History, it is true, tells us that labor 
was blind to the Lenefits which machinery was cap· 
able of working on its behalf, and vainly endeavored to 
shut the doors of mill and factory against each labor 
saving device. The lives of the early inventors show 
that no opposition was so bitter as that of the working 
classes, whose distrust is dying a lingering death, and 
shows itself on rare occasions even in the present day. 
As a matter offact, however, the steam engine, the tele
graph, the rolling mill and the multitudinous indus
trial arts of the century have been among the most 
powerful causes of the rise of the workingman to his 
present position of social comfort and political power. 

Labor, particularly in America, is self-respecting, 
intelligent, independent, and possessed of social com
forts which a century ago fell to the lot of the rich 
alone. It has risen to the dignity of proprietorship, 
and the artisan is in a position to own his own home. 
More often than not he adds a portion of his weekly 
wages to a modest but increasing bank account. He is 
no longer obliged to live within sound of the factory 
bell, and the car carries him each night to a suburban 
home and a breath of the country's sweet air. He is 
no longer tied to the town of his birth, and if he thinks 
he can better his condition by moving to a distant city, 
he usually has the means to make the journey. A 
sound education-that priceless boon, so hungered 
after and seldom found by the workman of earlier 
days-is now to be had for the asking, or is actually 
forced upon his acceptance. 

The dignity of labor is to-day universally conceded. 
The enlarged opportunities which have come with the 
growth of machinery and manufacture have opened up 
the avenues to wealth and power, and labor has not 
been slow to seize the opportunities, grasp the wealth, 
and wield the power. The laborer of to-day is often 
the magnate of to-morrow. Many of the master 
minds that control the industrial and public affairs of 
this country were once enrolled in the "ranks of 
labor," so called, and, in deed, they are laborers still, 
the sphere of their toil being merely enlarged. 

In this country, at least, it is no empty boast that 
the highest position the nation can offer is open 
to the laboring man, and one such at least, by virtue 
of the grand opportunities of modern social con
ditions, not less than by his personal character and 
gifts, was able to qualify himself for the high dis
tinction. 

As regards the future, the advancement of the artisan 
will be best promoted by the closer union of labor and 
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capital. Every blow that has struck off the chains of 
the employed has clinched another rivet in the bonds 
which unite his interests to those of the employer. 'The 
positive identity of the interests of labor and capital is 
a fundamental fact which is slowly but surely receiving 
recognition, and the day is not far distant when labor 
itself will boldly give the lie to the social agitators and 
irresponsible demagogues who would have it believe 
that labor and capital are in the nature of things unal
terably opposed. 

It should never be forgotten that enlarged opportu· 
nities impose serious responsibility. There is a danger 
lest labor, exulting in its ever growing strength, should 
be tempted to use it for unlawful and selfish ends. To 
this temptation it will never yield if it remembers that 
the interests of society at large and labor and capital 
in particular can best be subserved by a conserva
tive and fair minded use of those social and political 
powers which are the sign of its own complete emanci
pation. 

. .. , . 

NEW POSSIBILITIES OF ELECTRICITY. 

No one has the temerity in this day and age to say 
what may or may not be done through the agen'ly of 
electricity. Some of the foremost physicists and elec
tricians in this country have made great strides in un
folding the character and capabilities of this subtile 
force, and have dared to expect to do things not even 
dreamed of a few years ago. They are now working in 
full expectation of accomplishing results of great im
portance. Nothing has been uttered by these men in 
the nature of a prophecy, but they seem to have had 
some evidences of the possibility of carrying investiga
tions far beyond the expectations of the most vision
ary. 

The same feeling pervades Europe, and much of the 
best work in this direction has been done in that por
tion of the globe. For some time past Mr. W. H. 
Preece, chief of the electrical department of the British 
postal system, has been making experiments in tele
graphing through the air without wires, and with con
siderable success; but recently Mr. Preece has yielded 
the palm to a young Italian inventor, Guglielmo Mar
coni, whose experiments have demonstrated the su
periority of his system of telegraphy without wires. He 
has carried on these experiments with the sanction 
and support of the postal department and with the co
operation of Mr. Preece and other engineers. Mr. Mar
coni, in making use of the Hertzian waves, discovered 
that impulses set up in his apparatus were able to affect 
a receiver placed on the further side of a hill. Morse 
signals could be sent with ease through the larger part 
of a mile of earth and rock. He found he had discov
ered a new form of energy that did not exist in the 
Hertzian waves. The new wave could penetrate every
thing and could not be refracted or bent aside from a 
straight path. 

No description of Marconi's apparatus has been made 
public, but it is said to be very compact and capable of 
being used for military, marine and other purposes. It 
is believed that this system of telegraphy and signaling 
has capabilities within it that will astonish the world. 
Certainly, the limit of knowledge in this direction has 
not been reached. The question is, vVhat may we ex
pect? Will this form of energy assist in accomplishing 
the much discussed transference of thought, or tele
pathy? Will it enable a person at one point on the 
globe to communicate with another on the opposite 
side? Can this energy be utilized in communicating 
with other worlds? 

Dr. J agadis Chunder Bose, a professor of physics in 
the Presidency College, Calcutta, has done much exper
imental work of a similar character. He also is now in 
England. These two men are trying to reach the same 
goal, but, we judge, independently and by somewhat 
different paths. We have little else than rumors in re
gard to these investigations. and await with great in
terest the revelation of what is at present known and 
the developments of the future. 

... ,. 

ENGLISH RAILWAY HISTORY IN THE CHICAGO 

MUSEUM. 

Visitors to the Chicago World's Fair will remember 
the magnificent historical display of locomotives and 
railway records which was exhibited by the BaltimJre 
and Ohio Railroad. While the exhibition of locomo
tives was the most complete thing of its kind ever 
shown, the collection of historic records, which consist
ed very largely of the original drawings from which. 
earlier locomotives had been constructed, was in its: 
way of equal merit. We are informed by Mr. C. E. 
Stretton, the well-known writer of English locomotive 
history, that the efforts which were made by the Balti· 
more and Ohio Railroad in gathering up historical 
matter in England were so successful that" if we in 
England want the true history of early Great Western 
engines, we have to go to Chicago for it." Mr. Stretton 
also informs us that" there is more English rail way 
history in Chicago than there is in England." 

Mr. Stretton, it will be remembered, is the chief 
mover in the effort which is being made to estab
lish a national railway museum in England, and it is 
safe to say that he is the best authority on rail way 



history on the other side of the water. Our regret that 
English locomotive engineers should be deprived of 
these valuable records for use in their projected 
museum does not prevent us from expressing our satis
faction that the Field Museum, in Chicago, is propor
tionately enriched. The moral of the incident is that 
no time should be lost on either side of the water in 
gathering together the scattered remnants of draw
ings, records, etc., which are liable to be lost or de
stroyed or sold, through failure of the parties who own 
them to appreciate their intrinsic historical value. 

_lie •• 

THE JUDGMENT IN THE CORDITE CASE. 

The celebrated cordite case, in which Mr. Hiram 
Maxim is suing the English government for infringe
ment of his patent for the manufacture of smokeless 
powder, has been one of the sensations of the naval 
and military world, and calls to mind the celebrated 
Nobel caRe of a few years previous. Mr. Maxim, who 
is one of the most successful inventors and manufac
turers in the field o{guns and explosives, is the inventor 
of a smokeless powder which bears his name and is per
haps the most successful powder of its kind on the mar
ket to-day. 

The English government is making and using a 
smokeless powder to which it has given the name of 
cordite. It closely resembles the Maxim powder, and 
so directly infringed some of the most important claims 
of his patent that the patentee carried the matter to the 
[lOurts. The case has attracted unusual interest, both 
because of the great celebrity of the plaintiff and the 
many millions of dollars which were involved in the de
cision. 

Nitro-glycerine, as every one knows, is much too vio
lent to be employed in firearms. If a gun should be 
loaded with a charge of dynamite and be set off with a 
fulmina ting cap in the ordinary way, instead of pro
pelling the shot at a high velocity, it would blow both 
the gun afld the shot into atoms. 

Guncotton, that is, tri-nitro-cellulose, is also a very 
violent explosive, but if it is dissolved in acetone and 
the residue dried, it may be employed in a gun when 
nearly in a dry state ; that is, if it has about 2 per cent 
of acetone in the compound it holds its shape and may 
be used as a propellant in firearms, but it; is apt to get 
too dry. When the last vestige of solvent escapes, it 
is very apt to crack, exfoliate, and become porous and 
scaly. In this condition it is too violent to use in a 
firearm. However, if a small portion of castor oil is 
mixed with the soh-ent, the solvent dries out and leaves 
the castor oil, and the guncotton may thus be advan
tageously employed in almost its pure state. Camphor 
acts in the same manner as castor oil, but camphor 
evaporates after a time, leaving the cellulose in its 
pure state, when it becomes dangerous. 

Suppose now that a small quantity of nitro-glycerine, 
say 3 per cent or 4 per cent, is combined with the gun
cotton, it prevents it from getting too dry, and makes 
it burn very much slower; in fact, nitro-glycerine may 
be said to "slow the mixture " until about 10 per cent 
is added. 

In 1888 Hiram S. Maxim combined high grade gun
cotton, that is, the insoluble variety of tri-nitro-cellu
lose, with nitro-glycerine to form an explosive, but as 
the tri-nitro-cellulose was not soluble in nitro-glycerine, 
it was dissolved in acetone. The acetone was then 
evaporated out, leaving the compound nitro-glycerine 
and true guncotton, and, to insure a greater degree of 
stability and uniformity in burning, various oils were 
experimented with. However, in the end castor oil was 
found, everything considered, to be preferable; so the 
next year another patent was taken out for a powder 
consisting of tri-nitro-cellulose, nitro-glycerine and a 
suitable oil. 

The second claim of Mr. Maxim's patent is as follows: 
"The manufacture of an explosive compound by first 
diilsolving guncotton by means of acetone or other sol
vent and then incorporating with the dissolved guncot
ton, nitro-glycerine or similar material and castor oil or 
other suitable oil sUbstantially as hereinbefore de
scribed." 

The English government had been using cylinder 
oil in place of castor oil, and to avoid the Maxim 
patent they called it "mineral jelly." Cylinder oil is 
the product of the same filtering process as is used in 
producing vaseline, and the government experts were 
obliged to admit in the trial that its utility for powder 
making is the same. One witness claimed that the cylin
der oil was used, not to moderate the explosion, but to 
lubricate the bore of the gun. The same witness for the 
government had previously testified that the oil was 
used to prevent detonation - this testimony having 
been given in the Nobel trial. 

The judge gave judgment against the plaintiff. The 
burden of the judgment was to the effect that the 
cylinder oil which the government used was not an oil 
but a hydrocarbon, or at any rate that it could not be 
considered under the head of a "suitable oil." It was 
also decided that the proportions used by the govern
ment were different from those of Mr. Maxim, conse
quently they did not infringe in that respect; and yet 
it was admitted that according to the first claim of the 
patent all proportions were included. It will be under-
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stood, of course, that the judgment was not against 
the validity of Mr. Maxim's patent. It decides that 
the patent is valid but that the government has not 
infringed. 

. '.' . 

THE HEAVENS FOR APRIL. 
BY WILLIAM R. BROOKS, M.A., F.R.A.S. 

The sun's right ascension on the first of the month 
is 0 h. 45 m. 0 s. ; and its declination north of the celes
tial equator 4 deg. 50 m. 16 s. 

On the last day of the month the sun's right ascen
sion is 2 h. 32 m. 37 s. ; and its declination north 15 deg. 
o m. 18 s. 

Although we are now at the minimum period of the 
sun spot cycle, an occasional fine group may be seen. 
The great naked eye spot of January last, which was 
nearly 90,000 miles in length, appeared by rotation of 
the sun in February and March, in accordance with the 
prediction, and will probably be again seen well ad
vanced on the sun's disk on the first of April. At each 
reappearance in February and March, the group had 
changed considerably in shape and was reduced in 
'size, although visible to the naked eye through a 
smoked glass. 

MERCURY. 

Mercury on the first day of April, at 10 hours, is in 
superior conjunction with the sun, or exactly in a line 
with the earth and sun beyond the sun. Mercury 
then changes from morning to evening star. This 
little world, about 3,000 miles in diameter, moves so 
swiftly in its journey around the sun that, by April 28. 
it will reach its greatest elongation east of the sun, 
20 deg. 43 m. This will be the best time to look for 
Mercury in the western evening sky, its northern dec
lination being very favorable indeed. Another inter
esting fact, and one of great value in identifying this 
shy little planet, is that, at the time of its greatest 
elongation from the sun, it will be just eastward of the 
well known Pleiades. 

On April 17, at 4 hours, Mercury and Venus will be 
in conjunction, when Mercury will be 5 deg. 13 m. 
south of Venus. 

The right ascension of Mercury on April 1 is 0 h. 
45 m. 0 s., and its declination north is 3 deg. 40 m. 40 s. 
On the last dayof the month its right ascension is 3 h. 
52 m. 59 s., and its declination north 22 deg. 59 m. 40 s. 

VENUS. 

Venus is still our lovely evening star, and will con
tinue as such through nearly the entire month. On 
April 28, at one O'clock, it comes into inferior conjunc
tion with the sun and then changes to morning star. 
Its northern declination will keep it a conspicuous ob
ject in the western evening sky during the early por_ 
tion of the month. All should attempt to secure a 
telescopic view of Venus during the first week or two 
of April, for, seen in the telescope, it presents a most 
beautiful crescent phase, resembling the new moon two 
or three days old. The apparent diameter of the 
cusps will increase, while the crescent will become 
more slender until inferior conjunction. 

The conjunction of Venus with Mercury on April 17 
has been referred to in the section on Mercury. 

On April 4, at 6 h. 52 m., Venus will be in conjunc
tion with the moon, when Venus will be 1 deg. 35 m. 
north of the moon. Venus is stationary on April 6, 
which means that its motion is in the line of sight, and 
in this case, toward the earth. 

On the 1st of the month Venus crosses the meridian 
at 2 h. 6 Ill. in the afternoon, and sets at half past nine 
in the evening. 

On the last of the month, being near to inferior con
junction, Venus crosses the meridian and sets almost 
simultaneously with the sun. 

The right ascension of Venus on April 15 is 2 h. 43 m. 
47 s., and its declination north 22 deg. 53 m. 28 s. 

MARS. 

Mars is evening star, being somewhat west of over
head at early evening and in the constellation Gemini 
the Twins. 

On April 8, at nine o'clock in the morning, there will 
be a very interesting conjunction of Mars and the third 
magnitude star Epsilon Geminorum, when Mars will 
be only two minutes of arc south of the star. 

The nearest approach, occurring as it does in full 
daylight, will only be observable in the telescope. But 
on the evening of April 7, before the conjunction, and 
on the evening of the 8th, after the conjunction, the 
star and planet will be seen very close together. Their 
change of position will also afford an interesting illus
tration of the planet's orbital motion. 

On April 9, at 3 h. 52 m., Mars is in conjunction with 
the moon, when the planet will be 50 m. of arc south of 
the moon. 

On April 16, at 8 h., Mars reaches its greatest helio
centric latitude north. 

On the first of the month Mars crosses the meridian 
at 5 h. 41 m. in the afternoon, and sets 1 h. 20 III. after 
midnight. On the last of the month Mars crosses the 
meridian at 4 h. 47 m. and sets 20 m. after midnight. 

JUPITER. 
Jupiter is well up in the eastern evening sky as Roon 

as it is dusk. It is in Leo, a few degrees east of the 
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bright star Regulus, where it will remain apparently 
almost stationary among the stars during the latter 
part of the month. Jupiter is splendidly placed now 
for telescopic observation during a large part of the 
night. The structure of its wonderful belt system is 
exceedingly interesting, showing much complicated de
tail. The phenomena of its satellites will also prove of 
great interest. Some instances here follow. 

On the evening of April 4, at 8 h. 38 Ill., satellite I will 
enter upon the disk of Jupiter in transit. At 9 h. 31 nl. 
the shadow of satellite I will enter in transit. At 10 h. 
57 m. the egress of satellite I will occur; and at 11 h. 
50 m. the shadow of satellite I will pass off the disk. 
On April 6, at 8 h. 5 m., satellite III will enter upon 
the disk of the planet in transit. At 11 h. 39 m. the 
satellite will leave the disk; and at 11 h. 48 m. the 
shadow will egress. On April16, at 7 h. 55m., the shadow 
of satellite II will enter upon the disk. At 8 h. 40 m. 
sa telli te II will pass off the disk. At 9 h. 22 Ill. sa telli te 
IV will reappear from an occultation. At 10 h. 46 m. 
the shadow of satellite II will pass off the disk. On 
April 13 at 5 h. 5() m. Jupiter is in conjunction with the 
moon, when the planet will be 3 deg. 8 Ill. north of the 
moon. On April 1 Jupiter crosses the meridian at 9 h. 
32 m. P. M. and sets at 4 h: 20 Ill. A. M. On the last of 
the Illonth it crosses the meridian at 7 h. 34 m. P. M. 
and sets at 2 h. 15 Ill. A. M .  

The right ascension of Jupiter at the middle of the 
month is 10 h. 11 m. 39 s.; and its declination north 12 
deg. 32 Ill. 38 s. 

SATURN. 
Saturn is morning star, rising, however, at 10 h. 20 Ill. 

P. M. at the opening of the Illonth; very good obser
vations Illay be had with the telescope after midnight. 
On the first of the month it is on the meridian at 3 h. 
11 m. A. M. The right ascension of Saturn on the fif
teenth of the month is 15 h. 51 m. 51 s.; declination 
south 17 deg. 52 Ill. 26 s. 

URANUS AND NEP'.rUNE. 
Uranus is in Scorpio near its northwestern border. 

Its right ascension for the middle of the month is 15 h. 
44 m. 15 s.; and its declination south 19 deg. 33 Ill. 17 s. 
Neptune is between the horns of Taurus. Its position 
for the middle of the month being, right ascension, 5 h. 
8 m. 54 s.; declination north, 21 deg. 34 m. 25 s. 

Smith Observatory, Geneva, N. Y., March 18,1897. 
...... 

MAGNETIC METAL EXTRACTION. 

Magnetic extraction of metals from ores is success
fully practiced at the Franklin Furnace, New Jersey, 
in the Edison plant operating there. The method is 
described thus: There are three sets of the magnets, 
74 in the first set, 320 in the second, and 320 in the 
third set. The magnets are about four feet long, 
and the ore on its journeyings has to pass a mile of 
faces of magnets. Right here is presented what to the 
layman is a most remarkable feature of the process. 
The magnets are arranged in tiers of five in a tier. The 
top one is weak, but they increase in strength as they 
go down, until the bottom one is very powerful. The 
ground rock passes through the screen and starts down
ward in front of the magnets. The magnets jerk the 
particles of iron oxide from the mass as they descend; 
but the iron does not adhere to the magnets. And 
right here is a most surprising sight. The ore, in pass
ing the first magnet, inclines toward it. As it rushes 
down, the ore swings in more toward the magnets, un
til as it reaches the last one it curves inward and under 
it in a half circle, without any particle of ore adhering 
to the magnet. In the first passage past the magnets 
small quantities of stone stick to the ore. The ore is 
carried upward and started down before the second lot 
of magnets after passing through a mill which grinds 
off the particles of stone. The first set of magnets ex
tract 62 per cent of oxide of iron. When the mass has 
passed the second set of magnets, there is in it 75 per 
cent of oxide of iron. Then it is ground again and 
passes the third and most powerful bet of magnets, 
which takes the phosphates out and makes Bessemer 
of it. The percentage of iron oxide is then from 85 
to 87. 

[McCaul's Factory,from which the above is taken,fails 
to state how much coal and how many horse power is 
required to crush a ton of the ore and operate all the 
Illagnets used in the separation. The SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN readers would like to know.-Ed.] 

RAPID BRIDGE ERECTION. 

We have recently had occasion to make note of in
stances of rapid bridge erection, and we are now in re
ceipt of a letter frolll Mr. W. F. Chapman, of Montreal, 
Canada, giving us the latest and in some respects the 
most remarkable case of this kind on record. We are 
informed that at Vandreuil, Quebec, a place about 
twenty-five miles from Montreal, the Grand Trunk 
Railway Company recently took ou t a 98 foot iron span 
in the brief period of eight minutes, and erected a new 
one in its place in forty-seven minutes. The whole 
operation, including preliminary preparations, occupy
ing only three hours. 'rhe weight of the bridge is not 
given, but the performance was, in any case, very re
markable, and we agree with the writer that it was 
probably unprecedented. 
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